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"Rights and freedoms to which all humans are entitled everyone are endowed with certain
entitlements merely by reason of being human.” A human right is one of the proper
leaving of human being is to leave a rights as far as life is concerned. There are many
rights of a person in any fields like rights of speech, social, leaving, livelihood, family
and many more. When we say rights everybody knows is that rights made by ourselves
and also the government. Like for example the rights to speech in this case people have
rights to speak their emotion to the government when conducting rally by the people
power in a right way of their suggestion or comment of what government act. In social
rights condom nowadays much debatable in the houses of congress because that is how
human has rights to against condom movement, people in a community are also not agree
but not all, because this is violation against the rights of the child that’s how we leaving,
livelihood, family are also in the same raw on rights because simultaneously go together
when we suit about the life of human being, in this case of a course we have the rights to
leave beyond controlling of other or government, we have the rights to quest our
livelihood anywhere we want and the rights of family, the rights of parents of their
children and the rights of the children to their parents. When we discuss about the human
rights there are so many rights, but there are also depends on their country and culture.
Human rights, this is also known as the freedom of everyone there are various
rights and freedom for human being. In this case the people can expose their personality,
their behavior or physical appearance to the society

